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Learning shouldn’t have to stop

    Free Lecture Capture Software
As an industry partner of K-12 schools for more than 40 years, the impact of COVID-19 is 
something that is being felt by us on both a personal and professional level.
 
Due to current events, Audio Enhancement is offering our lecture capture software for free. It is 
currently available for download from the Audio Enhancement web site.

This free software allows teachers to do a local recording on their computer, which will capture 
video from the computer’s screen and audio from either an internal or external microphone.
• This software records the screen of the teacher’s computer and stitches it with the audio file.  
• The teacher can upload the recording to Google Classroom or preferred learning 

management system (LMS) for students to review.
• Lecture Capture can be utilized in the classroom or at home and provides a very simple 

interface to facilitate instruction.

Download Lecture Capture for free today:

DC-40801.01

The experts at Audio Enhancement are available to answer any questions.

800.383.9362 · www.AudioEnhancement.com

AudioEnhancement.com/downloads

https://audioenhancement.com/downloads/


These are unusual times. As educators anticipate reopening schools, many options are being considered. Teachers may be 
wearing masks, and schools may need to institute in-person and remote instruction. These changes will help keep students and 
teachers safe, but they present instructional and learning challenges. How do schools address these barriers to learning?

Students can have trouble clearly hearing a teacher’s voice in a traditional classroom setting. If teachers return to school 
wearing masks, students are even more at risk of losing the teacher’s instruction to background noise. This makes sound 
enhancement more important than ever. 

Teachers need simple and e�ective ways to deliver instruction to remote students, sometimes while teaching additional 
students in-person. VIEWpath®, combined with cameras, provides teachers with additional options. 

What is the “next normal” for schools?

VIEWpath (Video Interactive Education Window), combined with cameras, helps teachers CREATE, MANAGE, and DELIVER 
content to students with or without internet. With VIEWpath Live, Teachers can activate and access their classroom camera, as they 
would a webcam, and use it within platforms such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Hangouts, YouTube LIVE, etc. This allows 
homebound students live access to the classroom, as well as pre-recorded content with one click. 

VIEWpath®
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Audio Enhancement conducted research to understand how 
wearing a mask would a�ect communication in the classroom. 
The study was conducted with a video camera and type 1 real 
time analyzer/sound level meter positioned 25 feet from the 
speaker to capture what a student sitting furthest from the 
teacher would hear. The results show there is a significant 
di�erence in the quality of the teacher’s voice when he or she 
wears a mask.  From a student listener’s perspective, masks 
interfere with the teacher’s ability to communicate e�ectively.

Classroom Audio
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Will the “next normal” include teachers wearing masks?

The Next Normal—Clear instruction needs to come first
Sound enhancement is crucial for volume and clarity

We live in unusual times. As students and teachers return to schools, wearing masks may 
become the next normal. Ensuring every student receives proper volume and clarity of 
instruction and can understand what is being taught can already be a challenge with the normal 
background noise of a classroom environment. With teachers needing to speak from under a 
mask, classroom audio solutions become an essential aid in student education.
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How does wearing a mask affect classroom communication?
Based on a study a mask interferes with the teacher’s ability to communicate effectively. From a student listener’s 
perspective, there is a major difference in the quality of the teacher’s voice when he or she puts a mask on. 
Illustrated below, these charts represent the same sentence spoken by a teacher wearing a mask. The colors 
within each data block represent the levels measured at each 1/3 octave frequency band, with green being 
normal conversational level, yellow being a quieter speech level at risk of being lost in background noise, and 
blue being mostly lost in background noise. Using a microphone has a substantial impact on the clarity of teacher 
communication while wearing a mask.

Audio Solutions



Installed Audio solution Portable Audio solution

XD Teacher Microphone

• An all-in-one audio system perfect 
for moving from room to room

• Built-in support for teacher voice 
amplification via microphone

• Proven to increase clarity while 
wearing a mask

• Ideal for classrooms without 
installed audio systems

• Reinforced sound in the classroom through 
installed Classroom Audio System

• Four installed, evenly distributed speakers 
allow the teacher’s voice to be clearly heard 
when spoken into the wearable microphone

• Allows teachers to speak in a natural voice 
while wearing a mask

• Ideal for any classroom

Audio Enhancement’s Portable BEAM is designed to 
work seamlessly with our award-winning classroom 
audio microphones. BEAM is a portable speaker with an 
integrated amplifier/receiver and Bluetooth® capabilities 
for teacher voice amplification.

Audio Enhancement’s Installed Classroom Audio 
Systems provide distributed audio to ensure the 
teacher’s voice is heard above the typical level of 
classroom noise and help students hear the lesson 
from anywhere in the classroom. 
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Contact us today to learn more about Audio Enhancement and Audio Solutions.
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Learning can happen anywhere
 Remove boundaries with Remote Learning

Learning is not always isolated to the classroom. VIEWpath® (Video Interactive Education Window) 
enhances remote learning by making it easy to Create, Manage, and Deliver video content to 
students outside the classroom. VIEWpath is an intuitive platform designed to help teachers enhance 
instruction through personal video. 

Learn more about how VIEWpath can help you enhance remote learning.
Join us on XX/XX/XX at XX:XX MST for a webinar to discuss the possibilities with VIEWpath. 

Click HERE to add the event to your calendar. 

www.AudioEnhancement.com · 800.383.9362

Deliver
• Downloadable recordings
• Embed code to add to LMS

Manage
• Collections group content
• Metadata for quick search

Create
• Multiple recording options
• One-click upload



Contact us today to learn more about Audio Enhancement, Inc. and our 
award-winning digital instruction platform, VIEWpath.

800.383.9362 · www.AudioEnhancement.com
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VIEWpath offers multiple options for sharing digital lessons. Video files can be downloaded, or use 
embed codes to add recordings to Microsoft OneDrive, Google Classroom, Canvas, or other preferred 
LMS. VIEWpath can also be shared live, perfect for times when students are learning inside and outside 
the classroom.

VIEWpath’s multiple recording options make it easy to create video lessons. Capture video directly from 
the mobile app, with an installed EduCam360, a mobile EduCamPTZ, or with a web cam.

Mobile App Web CamInstalled EduCam360 Mobile EduCamPTZ

Lesson Delivery

Lesson Creation

Upload to Preferred LMS Broadcast Live to Streaming Services




